Trading can be learned, just as driving a car can be learned. With AbleTrend, trading can be made just as automatic and just as reliable. This has been proved by tens of thousands of traders in more than 60 countries around the world. Whether you are trading the NY stock exchange, the London stock exchange, or the ones in Frankfurt, Singapore, or Shanghai, AbleTrend works. Only AbleTrend has won Stocks & Commodities magazine reader's choice awards, for three trading systems, 17 years in a row for Stock trading systems, futures trading systems and option trading systems.

No guessing! No fears! No management fees! Our software selects the best potential stocks from 10k stocks daily, then AbleTrend autoscan monitors your stock watch list 24/7 and alerts you with time-tested buy/sell signals. And it's all under your complete control! You can do it, manage your own retirement account, and save!

Be right: you need to pick the right stock and take the position at the right time. Not too early and not too late. And never assume what the market will do. AbleTrend monitors your stock watch list 24/7 and will alert you with a timely signal as soon as it detects a trend change.

Be able to sit tight through market noise and let profits run without premature exits. AbleTrend protective stops show you the true market support levels throughout the trade, step by step, assuring you will stick with the winners till the market tells you to exit. Because you will know where the true market support levels are.

Also, be able to sit tight through market noise and let market tell you when a trend has started. Many times traders are anxious and are afraid of missing good opportunities, so they force a trade without having the market confirm the trend. Those arbitrary trades often result in losses. Once you have our software, providing you with plenty of great opportunities, you will never be afraid of missing trades again. You have the luxury to be picky in terms of selecting the right stocks at the right time!

Picture this to yourself! Tomorrow you open your stock charts - the same charts you’ve been trading with. You’ve made only one simple change to the charts by adding AbleTrend. It’s so easy that your thirteen-year-old son could do it. Now, when you turn on the screen, a modern miracle of computing science comes to life under your control!

How to be both right and sit tight!

Can you catch a big move in the early stage of the market trend and be able to sit tight, for the trade to reach its full potential?

The answer is yes! Here is the Award-winning trading software, AbleTrend that will prove it to you. You will never trade the market the same way again!

Risk Free AbleTrend 30-Day Trial Start Today! $20 Discount Code: SCMFL4

Get Started Today! www.ablesys.com/SCM
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 THESE RESULTS ARE BASED ON SIMULATED OR HYPOTHETICAL PERFORMANCE RESULTS THAT HAVE CERTAIN INHERENT LIMITATIONS. UNLIKE THE RESULTS SHOWN IN AN ACTUAL PERFORMANCE RECORD, THESE RESULTS DO NOT REPRESENT ACTUAL TRADING. ALSO, BECAUSE THESE TRADES HAVE NOT ACTUALLY BEEN EXECUTED, THESE RESULTS MAY HAVE UNDER-OR OVER-COMPENSATED FOR THE IMPACT, IF ANY, OF CERTAIN MARKET FACTORS, SUCH AS LACK OF LIQUIDITY. SIMULATED OR HYPOTHETICAL TRADING PROGRAMS IN GENERAL ARE ALSO SUBJECT TO THE FACT THAT THEY ARE DESIGNED WITH THE BENEFIT OF HINDSIGHT. NO REPRESENTATION IS BEING MADE THAT ANY ACCOUNT WILL OR IS LIKELY TO ACHIEVE PROFITS OR LOSSES SIMILAR TO THOSE BEING SHOWN. THE TESTIMONIAL MAY NOT BE REPRESENTATIVE OF THE EXPERIENCE OF OTHER CLIENTS AND THE TESTIMONIAL IS NO GUARANTEE OF FUTURE PERFORMANCE OR SUCCESS.